Professional Services
Plan. Deploy. Optimize.
Orange Cyberdefense is your partner in getting security right: our Professional Services provide seasoned
security experts, technology specialists, and experienced project managers.
We help you analyze your status, define goals and assist in
realizing them in the most efficient way. We help you build
and design future plans, lead or staff your security and networking projects, and work with you to ensure operational
success.
The Orange Cyberdefense service delivery leverages a
combination of best practices, compliance and security
frameworks and industry standards, to ensure you get
the greatest value from your investments in advanced
technology.
We help you take your security to the next level: with unrivaled expertise in combining and implementing the best
solutions you need to reach your goals.
With a broad array of services, we take the complexity
out of security, so that you can focus on enabling your
business.

“

“You notice that the Orange
Cyberdefense engineers also work
in the field. The advice comes from
their experience and knowledge.“
Wilfred de Groot
System Administrator / HOYER Group

A trusted advisor
you can rely on
With Orange Cyberdefense Professional Services by your
side, we will help you:

▪

Develop security plans to protect your data and
assets, in alignment with business requirements.

▪

Understand what vulnerabilities and threats you need
to manage, to avoid potential risks.

▪

Design technical security solutions that match your
needs and integrate with your existing IT infrastructure.

▪
▪

Implement controls to help maintain compliance.

▪
▪
▪

Detect, identify and respond to security incidents.

Optimize your resource utilization and obtain a relevant
level of security for your business.
Operate and maintain your security technology.
Get the best level of security from your budget.

Find out more on how to protect your endpoints on:
orangecyberdefense.com/uk/pro-service

Advise & Architect

Design & Implement

Operate & Support

Detect & Respond

Design and architect
the security strategy
that ﬁts your business needs with our
experts

Investigate your
current set-up: pentesting, vulnerability
scanning and security assessments

Prevent threats proactively: endpoint
defense, ﬁrewalling,
vulnerability and
patch management

Find sophisticated
intruders in your
network with professional threat hunting, SIEM, IDS

Services along
the entire lifecycle

People, process, technology:
not a cliché, but truth

Security is a continuous process. It evolves around the lifecycle of Insight, Prevent, Detect and Respond. Customers
need to have sufficient skills and resources available in all
phases, to ensure appropriate security levels are designed,
implemented, maintained and refined.

Any security program needs proper planning and direction.
It needs the technology and processes to provide the desired functions. And above all, it requires people to make it
all work, to make the correct decisions, and to take action.
Without secured access to resources, organizations risk inefficient use of technology, delayed projects and activities,
and insufficient management of security incidents. Working
with a trusted partner in cybersecurity, building long-term
relationships and clear responsibilities give the organization
the confidence needed.

Orange Cyberdefense offers market-leading services in all
of these phases. Our Professional Services organization
works close with customers, providing expert guidance
applied in the customer-specific environment. Our five
Cyber Defense Centers provide 24×7 monitoring, analysis
and response for security incidents.
Our technology experts in our Network Operation Centers
provide support and maintenance for technology implementations, reducing unwanted downtime and optimizing
configurations. Architecture, design, implementation and
operation – Orange Cyberdefense is with you every step
of the way.

For more information check
https://orangecyberdefense.uk

Expertise in abundance
Orange Cyberdefense employs over 700 cybersecurity
professionals, ranging from strategic advisors to the expert
gurus. Our security analysts are up to date on the latest
security threats and trends. Our advisors understand how
to apply security in the context of business opportunities,
compliance requirements, and risk appetite.
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